Topological adhesion. I. Rapid and strong topohesives
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A B S T R A C T

Topological adhesion, or topohesion for brevity, links two polymer networks, to be called adherends, even when the adherend networks carry no functional groups for chemical coupling. Uncrosslinked polymers, called stitch polymers, are spread between the two adherends. In response to a trigger, the stitch polymers form a stitch network in topological entanglement with both adherend networks. It is commonly believed that topohesion always takes a long time, but this is a misconceived myth. In principle, two adherends topohere strongly even when the stitch network entangles with each adherend network by a single polymer mesh size. The shallowness of this requirement dictates that topohesion is rate-limited by the gelation of the stitch network, not by the diffusion of the stitch polymers into the adherend networks. We illustrate this concept using two pieces of polyacrylamide hydrogels as adherends, an aqueous solution of cellulose as stitch polymers, and a change in the pH in the cellulose solution as a trigger. By varying the thickness of the cellulose solution, the time to topohere is tunable from seconds to hours. For a solution of thickness of 50 microns adhesion energy of 50 J m⁻² is attained in 60 s. These experimental findings dispel the myth, and shed light on the times to topohere reported in the literature. The art and science of topohesion provide fertile grounds for fundamental discovery and practical invention to enable unusual applications.

© 2020 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

A soft biological tissue often consists of water molecules and a polymer network. This molecular architecture enables two basic functions: wetness and elasticity. The water molecules provide liquid-like wetness to enable molecules and ions to react and migrate, while the polymer network provides solid-like elasticity to enable large and reversible deformation. Since the 1960s, this molecular architecture has been mimicked by synthetic hydrogels [1,2]. The integration of wet and elastic materials – biological and synthetic – underpins many technologies of our time. Examples include tissue repair [3–7], wound closure [8–11], drug delivery [12–15], bioelectronics [16–19], and wearable devices [20–28].

The integration of diverse wet and elastic materials poses a fundamental challenge: create strong adhesion that preserves the dual functions of wetness and elasticity. First, water molecules at the interface must maintain liquid-like wetness, so that mobile molecules can transmit freely from one material to the other. Second, the polymer networks of the two materials must fuse and retain solid-like elasticity, so that the integrated materials as a whole can undergo large and reversible deformation. The adhesion is called strong if the adhered materials can sustain deformation comparable to that of individual adherends. The liquid-like water molecules readily change neighbors, and contribute negligibly to strong adhesion [23]. A wet, elastic, strong adhesion links the adherend networks in two basic ways—bond and stitch [23,29]. In bond, the two polymer networks form interlinks, either with each other, or with some intermediate objects, such as inorganic particles [30] and polymers [5,31–34]. In stitch, the two polymer networks both topologically entangle with a third polymer network, called the stitch network [35–39]. Both ways of wet, elastic, strong adhesion ensure that the integrated materials preserve the dual functions: liquid-like wetness and solid-like elasticity. Adhesion by bond requires that the networks of both adherends carry functional groups for chemical coupling, whereas adhesion by stitch does not. Prior to the breakthrough in recent years, no wet, elastic, strong adhesion had been reported. For instance, cyanoacrylate forms a plastic, which blocks the permeation of water and other mobile species, and restrains deformation. Various protein-based adhesives are weak; they provide neither strong bonds nor topological entanglements. See a review on wet, elastic, strong adhesion [29].

Here we start a series of papers on the art and science of adhesion by stitch, also called topological adhesion, or topohesion for short. In topohesion, each of the two adherends has a polymer network, which need carry no functional groups for chemical coupling. Water-dissolvable polymers, called the stitch polymers, are...
spread between the two adherends, either as an aqueous solution, or as a dry powder (Fig. 1a). In response to a trigger, the stitch polymers form a stitch network, in topological entanglement with the two adherend networks (Fig. 1b). The three networks form no chemical bonds with one another, but their separation requires at least one network to rupture.

Strong topohesion can be superficial. This remarkable fact is of fundamental significance to topohesion, but has yet been appreciated. Assuming that the stitch network itself is strong, topohesion is strong, in principle, even when the stitch network entangles with a single polymer mesh size of each adherend network. This superficial requirement is understood as follows. An adherend has a sparse polymer network. To strongly adhere two such adherends by chemical bonds, the bonds just need to interlink the polymers on the surfaces of the two adherends, and the interlinks between the two adherends can be as sparse as the crosslinks within each adherend. Similarly, to strongly adhere two adherends by topological entanglement, the stitch network just needs to entangle with a single mesh size of each adherend network, and the stitch network can be as sparse as the adherend networks. Consequently, the stitch polymers need only penetrate one mesh size into each adherend before forming the stitch network.

The shallow requirement of the stitch network dictates that the time to topohere be governed by the gelation of the stitch network, not by the diffusion of the stitch polymers into the adherend networks. This picture dispels the misconception that topohesion must be slow. Strong topohesion can be attained rapidly, and the time to topohere is tunable. We do so by using cellulose to topohere two pieces of polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel. PAAm hydrogel is a model adherend for wet, elastic, strong topohesion in that it has a covalent polymer network and carries no functional groups for chemical coupling. Cellulose is used in familiar commercial products such as paper, cellophane, and textile, and the chemistry of cellulose has been extensively studied [40,41]. Cellulose is a polysaccharide consisting of a linear chain of D-glucose units. When cellulose is in contact with water, the hydroxyl groups on cellulose undergo an acid–base reaction $XOH \leftrightarrow XO^{-} + H^{+}$, where $X$ represents the backbone of the cellulose polymer. The equilibrium constant of this reaction is set by the quotient of the concentrations, $K_a = \frac{[XO^{-}][H^+]}{[XOH]}$. By definition, $pK_a = -\log K_a$ and $pH = -\log [H^+]$, so that $\log[XO^{-}] - \log[XOH] = pH - pK_a$. For cellulose, $pK_a = 13$. When $pH > 13$, more hydroxyl groups are deprotonated and carry negative charges, $[XO^{-}] > [XOH]$, and cellulose is a soluble polyelectrolyte (Fig. 2a). When $pH < 13$, more hydroxyl groups are protonated, $[XO^{-}] < [XOH]$, and cellulose chains crosslink into a polymer network by OH-OH hydrogen bonds (Fig. 2b). The cellulose topohesion has a low viscosity at the concentrations required for tough adhesion, and topoheres hydrogels of an enormous range of pH, any value below 13.

We topohere using a procedure described in a previous study [35]. We prepare two pieces of PAAm hydrogels at pH 7. We prepare an aqueous solution of cellulose, sodium hydroxide (NaOH), and urea at pH 14 [42]. NaOH fully dissociates into sodium and hydroxyl ions in water, and sets the high pH. Urea assists the dissolution of crystalline cellulose fibers into polymer chains. We spread this aqueous solution on the surface of one PAAm hydrogel and immediately press a second PAAm hydrogel on top (Fig. 2c). The cellulose polymer, Na+, OH−, and urea diffuse into the hydrogels concurrently. As OH− dilutes, the pH of the interface drops, and the cellulose chains crosslink into a polymer network, in topological entanglement with both PAAm networks (Fig. 2d).
Fig. 2. Cellulose topohesive. (a) Cellulose forms a polymer solution in water at a high pH. (b) The polymers form a network through hydrogen bonds when the pH is reduced. (c) Two polyacrylamide hydrogels of pH = 7 act as adherends, and an aqueous solution of cellulose at pH = 14 acts as stitch polymers. The solution of cellulose, thickness h, is spread between the two hydrogels. (d) As the concentration of OH\textsuperscript{-} in the cellulose solution reduces, the cellulose polymers form a stitch network, in topological entanglement with the two polyacrylamide networks.

We apply light compression to squeeze out excess solution (Fig. 3a), and then let the gels adhere without any prolonged compression. We use 180-degree peel to measure adhesion energy (Fig. 3b). The two hydrogels are attached with inextensible backing layers. As the loading machine pulls the backing layers at a constant velocity, the crack advances at a velocity equal to one-half of the machine velocity. Once in steady-state peel, the adhesion energy is calculated as twice the steady-state force divided by the width of the sample. We measure adhesion energy 24 h after adhering to ensure that the sample has reached equilibrium. The adhesion energy increases with the concentration of cellulose, reaching an adhesion energy of ~200 J m\textsuperscript{-2} at a cellulose concentration of 2 wt% (Fig. 3c). This adhesion is strong, as the adhesion energy is comparable to the fracture energy of the PAAm hydrogel. By contrast, directly attaching two pieces of PAAm hydrogel without the cellulose solution produces a low adhesion energy of ~10 J m\textsuperscript{-2}. The adhesion energy increases with time after contact (Fig. 3d). An appreciable adhesion energy of 10 J m\textsuperscript{-2} is observed 100 s after bonding, which is similar to the adhesion energy between two bare PAAm hydrogels. The adhesion energy increases after this time, reaching a value of 50 J m\textsuperscript{-2} in 170 s.

3. Tunable time to topohere

Gelation of the cellulose solution is triggered by a drop of pH—that is, the dilution of OH\textsuperscript{-} ions in the solution. We assume the acid–base equilibrium of water, [OH\textsuperscript{-}][H\textsuperscript{+}] = 10\textsuperscript{-14}, and the acid–base equilibrium of cellulose, [XO\textsuperscript{-}][H\textsuperscript{+}]/[XOH] = 10\textsuperscript{-13}. The initial cellulose solution is highly basic, [OH\textsuperscript{-}] > 10\textsuperscript{-1} M. To dilute OH\textsuperscript{-} ions in the cellulose solution, OH\textsuperscript{-} ions may migrate from the cellulose solution into the adherends, and water molecules may migrate from the adherends into the cellulose solution. Thus, the dilution of OH\textsuperscript{-} ions in the cellulose solution involves multiple reactions and multiple mobile species. The coupled reaction–diffusion process is complicated to study quantitatively in detail. Nevertheless, the initial thickness of the cellulose solution, h, sets the length scale for diffusion. The time for the cellulose to gel is set by the migration of these mobile species across this length, and is expected to scale as $t \sim h^2/D_{\text{trigger}}$, where $D_{\text{trigger}}$ is an effective diffusivity. This scaling relation implies that the time to adhere can be tuned by modifying the thickness of the topohesive solution. A two-fold reduction in thickness results in a four-fold reduction in the time to adhere.

To test this idea quantitatively, we use a nylon mesh as a spacer to control the initial thickness of the cellulose solution (Fig. 4a). We immerse the nylon mesh into the 2 wt% cellulose solution and wipe away any excess solution so that the thickness of the applied solution scales with the thickness of the dry nylon mesh. The wetted mesh is then placed between two PAAm hydrogels. Only the compression required to ensure wetted contact is applied to the adhered gels. We then measure the adhesion energy as a function of time after contact (Fig. 4b). Four different thicknesses were tested, including meshes with thicknesses of 50, 120, and 180 µm, as well as the thickness achieved by applying free cellulose solution onto the gels and compressing (Fig. 3a). For the 50-µm film, the adhesion energy reaches 50 J m\textsuperscript{-2} in ~60 s, and equilibrium in ~10 min. For the 120-µm film, the adhesion energy reaches 50 J m\textsuperscript{-2} in ~250 s, and equilibrium in ~20 min. By increasing the thickness to 180 µm, the time for the adhesion energy to develop to 50 J m\textsuperscript{-2} is increased to ~500 s. The adhesion energy data for the compressed topohesive
Adhesion energy. (a) Adhesion is formed by spreading cellulose polymer solution between two hydrogels, and subsequently applying compression to remove excess solution. Compression is removed after contact. (b) 180-degree peel. A loading machine pulls the backing layers, and records the peel force. Adhesion energy is calculated as the twice the steady-state peel force divided by the width of the sample. (c) Adhesion energy as a function of cellulose concentration, measured at 24 h after contact. (d) Adhesion energy increases with time after contact; the initial solution contains 2 wt% of cellulose.

is plotted alongside the data for the nylon meshes (Fig. 4b). The compressed cellulose data lies between that of the 50-µm and 120-µm films.

We now test the scaling relation proposed for pH-triggered topohesion, \( t \sim h^2/D_{\text{trigger}} \). Like any kinetic process, topohesion approaches equilibrium asymptotically. Consequently, the time to achieve equilibrium adhesion is poorly defined. Instead, we quantify the time to adhere by the time when the adhesion energy reaches half of its equilibrium value. For cellulose, the equilibrium adhesion energy is taken to be 200 J m\(^{-2}\) for all thicknesses, and the time to reach 100 J m\(^{-2}\) is defined as the time at half of the maximum adhesion energy. The time at half max is then plotted as a function of the thickness (Fig. 4c). When plotted logarithmically, the time at half max is linear in the thickness with a slope of 2. This observation is in agreement with the scaling relation \( t \sim h^2 \). When plotted logarithmically, the time at half max is linear in the thickness with a slope of 2. This observation is in agreement with the scaling relation \( t \sim h^2 \).

Assuming the scaling relation \( t \sim h^2/D_{\text{trigger}} \), the intercept of the line in Fig. 4c estimates the effective diffusivity, \( D_{\text{trigger}} = 2.35 \times 10^{-11} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \). This value is smaller than the diffusivities of ions in water typically reported, which are on the order of \( 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \). The discrepancy may be due to the unknown numerical coefficient in the scaling relation. This numerical coefficient may originate from details regarding the coupled reaction–diffusion process and the diffusivity of solutes in the crosslinked polymer network.

A 500-µm thick adhesive results in an adhesion time on the order of hours, while a 50-µm thick adhesive results in an adhesion time on the order of minutes. The scaling relation \( t \sim h^2 \) suggests that topological adhesion can be made even faster by reducing the thickness further. In principle, the lower limit of this relation is the time required for the stitch network to entangle with each adherend network by a single mesh size. We take the diffusivity of the stitch polymer \( D_{\text{stitch}} \) to be \( 10^{-12} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \) and the mesh size of the adherend network \( L_{\text{mesh}} \) to be \( 10^{-8} \text{ m} \). The time scale for diffusion of stitch polymer is then estimated by \( t \sim L_{\text{mesh}}^2/D_{\text{stitch}} \) to be on the order of \( 10^{-4} \text{ s} \). Taking the effective diffusivity of the trigger \( D_{\text{trigger}} \) to be \( 10^{-11} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \), the thickness...
required to achieve a gelation time of $10^{-4}$ s is then estimated by $h \sim (D_{\text{trigger}} t)^{1/2}$ to be $\sim 30$ nm. This thickness represents the lower limit of the scaling relation $t \sim h^2/D_{\text{trigger}}$, since if the adhesive solution is on the order of 30 nm thick, then the time scale for diffusion of stitch polymer into the adherends and the time scale for gelation of the stitch network are comparable. In that case, specific knowledge regarding the interplay of diffusion and gelation is required to predict whether sufficient topological entanglements will form.

In the above discussion, we have tacitly assumed that the kinetics of gelation is the same as that of adhesion. This picture is too simplistic, because adhesion energy depends on the amount of dissipation in a volume around the crack front. This dissipation can be affected by the polymers diffused into the adherends. For example, a calcium-crosslinked alginate network in topological entanglement with a polyacrylamide network greatly amplifies adhesion energy. To study this effect quantitatively would require a different experimental design, which would go beyond the scope of this paper. Furthermore, the effect of the nylon mesh is itself interesting, which may lead to an effect called “elastic dissipater” [43–45]. These and other aspects of topohesion will be studied in subsequent papers in this series.

4. Discussion of existing topohesives

The experimental findings here shed light onto existing topohesives, most of which have adhesion times on the order of hours. Alginate, poly(acrylic acid), and chitosan topohesives develop an adhesion energy of $50 \text{ J m}^{-2}$ in approximately 10, 15, and 30 min and reach equilibrium in 60 min, 50 min, and 24 h, respectively [35–37]. These works may originate the misconception that topohesion is always slow. Additionally, this misconception of slowness may have been influenced by similar methods of adhesion for thermoplastics and elastomers.

Two thermoplastics can strongly adhere through physical entanglements of polymer chains diffused across the interface. Since the diffused polymer chains are not crosslinked, the adhesion is entirely due to interchain interactions resisting the pull out of polymer chains. The number of interchain interactions scales with the depth of interdiffusion, therefore requiring that the materials be placed in contact for a sufficiently long time to interdiffuse [46]. The materials must be annealed to promote interdiffusion, often for times on the order of hours [47]. For elastomers, this time is on the order of the relaxation time of the diffusing polymer, or $\sim 10^3$ s at 25 °C [48]. If sufficient interdiffusion does not occur, then adhesion is weak. By contrast, topological adhesion is due to intrachain bonding within the stitch network. Analogous to interlink bonds formed at the interface, intrachain bonding does not scale with the depth of diffusion, and therefore sufficient diffusion of stitch polymer beyond one mesh size is not required.

Two partially cured elastomers can strongly adhere by being brought into contact and allowed to finish curing. If the two materials polymerize by the same reaction mechanism, then adhesion will be due to chemical interlinking [49]. Adhesion between poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) elastomers is commonly achieved in this manner. As a recent example, adhesion was achieved by submerging a PDMS elastomer in a PDMS precursor solution and subsequently curing the solution [43]. By contrast, if one material is fully cured, or if the polymerization reactions are incompatible, then adhesion will be due to topological entanglement. For example, adhesion between two PDMS elastomers, one fully cured and one partially cured, can be achieved by bringing them into contact and finishing curing [50].

We next discuss the reported methods of topohesion of wet and elastic materials in terms of their gelation kinetics, and categorize them by the chemistry of the trigger. In all cases, we conclude that the rate-limiting step to adhere is the gelation of the stitching network. By identifying the variables that determine the time to gel, it is then possible to design the kinetics of gelation to tune the time to adhere.

We first consider topohesives triggered by a change in pH, including the cellulose topohesive studied in this paper. The first reported pH-triggered topohesive used chitosan as a stitch polymer (Fig. 5a) [35]. Chitosan is a pH-sensitive polymer with a pK$_a$ of 6.5. Chitosan is an aseous solution when pH $< 6.5$, and forms a network through hydrogen bonds when pH $> 6.5$ [51]. Additional pH-triggered topohesives have been developed using cellulose, alginate, and poly(4-amino-styrene) (PAS) [35]. The gelation kinetics are governed by the diffusion of hydronium and hydroxide ions. The adhesion time is thus a function of the diffusivity of the hydronium and hydroxide ions and the length scale for diffusion of these species. We showed in this paper that the adhesion time can be tuned by changing the thickness of the adhesive, with a scaling relation of $t \sim h^3$. It is possible that the addition of buffering species can delay the change in pH, and thus slow gelation.

Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) can form an ionically crosslinked network through complexation of carboxylic acid groups on acrylic acid with iron (III) ions (Fig. 5b) [37]. Complexation has also been used to form an ionic alginate topohesive with calcium (II) ions [36]. The gelation kinetics are governed by the kinetics of ion association. The adhesion time is thus a function of the polymer and ion concentrations. Ion association is in general a fast reaction, and can lead to a brittle stitch network. To produce a stretchable stitch network with PAA, the authors delay gelation by adding citric acid [37]. Citric acid can bind to iron (III)
Fig. 5. Examples of topohesives for wet, elastic, strong adhesion. A trigger gels the stitch polymer into the stitch network. Chitosan crosslinks into a noncovalent network by hydrogen bonds at pH > 6.5. Acrylic acid crosslinks into a noncovalent network by ionic bonding with iron (III) ions. Alginate crosslinks into a covalent network by chemical crosslinkers. Cyanoacrylate polymerizes in the presence of water and subsequently crosslinks into a noncovalent glassy network. It is possible that topohesives can be made using PAAm and PNIPAM stitch polymers triggered by exposure to an organic solvent and high temperature, respectively. *Cyanoacrylate monomers form stitch polymers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stitch Polymer</th>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Stitch Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan</td>
<td>pH &gt; 6.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(acrylic acid)</td>
<td>Fe³⁺</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alginate</td>
<td>AAD, EDC, NHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanoacrylate</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyacrylamide</td>
<td>Organic solvent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNIPAM</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in its conjugate base forms, and will debond when protonated. Therefore, adding citric acid lowers the concentration of iron (III) available for crosslinking PAA, delaying gelation until the pH changes. The authors optimize the concentrations to maximize the adhesion energy. The time at half max for the PAA topohesive is measured to be ~10 min. We expect that the rate limiting step is the pH change of the solution, thus making the adhesion kinetics follow that of pH-triggered topohesives. In that case, the adhesion time is expected to scale with the square of the thickness.

Alginate is a biopolymer bearing carboxylic acid groups, which can form a covalent network through amide bonds triggered by adipic acid dihydrazide (AAD) and coupling agents 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Fig. 5c) [36,52]. The trigger for a covalent alginate topohesive is the chemical reaction between alginate, AAD, EDC, and NHS. The gelation kinetics are governed by the kinetics of the crosslinking reaction and the functionality of the alginate stitch polymer. The adhesion time is thus a function of the chemical rate constant and the reagent concentrations. The time at half max for an alginate topohesive is measured to be ~15 min, where the rate limiting step is the chemical crosslinking reaction. Therefore, the adhesion time can be tuned by adjusting the reagent concentrations.

Cyanoacrylate is a monomer that polymerizes rapidly in contact with water (Fig. 5d). Subsequently, the polymer chains aggregate to form a glassy network through dense CN dipole–dipole interactions [38,53,54]. The trigger for cyanoacrylate is hydroxide ions found in water. The kinetics of gelation are governed by the kinetics of the polymerization reaction. The adhesion time is thus a function of the reaction rate constant for polymerization and the
reagent concentrations. In contrast to the previously mentioned topohesives, cyanoacrylate forms strong adhesion rapidly, on the order of seconds. This is achieved by having a large rate constant and using concentrated cyanoacrylate as the topohesive solution. The rate constant is reported as $1.9 \times 10^9 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$ at $25 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ [55]. However, due to rapid gelation, pure cyanoacrylate adhesives produce a dense and brittle stitch network. To achieve a transparent and stretchable stitch network, gelation can be delayed by diluting the monomer solution. This has been done by using organic solvents, producing tough adhesion with a less dense and stretchable stitch network [22]. The polycyanoacrylate may still form a glassy phase, but the interface is stretchable so long as the glassy phase takes the form of discrete particles, entangled with the adherend networks [38]. This method of adhesion is called molecular staples.

It is possible to envision topohesives using stimuli-responsive stitch polymers different from those previously reported. For example, PAAm is a hydrophilic polymer that forms a complex when placed in organic solvent (Fig. 5e). Therefore, an aqueous PAAm solution could be used to tophore two organogels, where the trigger is solvent exchange between water and the organic solvent. Since solvent exchange occurs due to diffusion, the kinetics of adhesion would be rate-limited by the diffusion of solvent. As another example, poly(n-isopropylacrylamide) (PNI-PAM) is a thermoresponsive polymer that is soluble in water at temperatures below $32 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, and crosslinks into a polymer network at temperatures greater than $32 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ (Fig. 5f). Therefore, a PNI-PAM solution at a lower temperature could be used to tophore two hydrogels at a higher temperature, where the trigger is the change in temperature. Since temperature changes due to thermal diffusion, the kinetics of adhesion would be rate limited by the diffusion of thermal energy. For both topohesives, the adhesion time could be tuned by varying the thickness of the topohesive solution.

A topohesive may be used to add functional groups to the surfaces of elastomers and hydrogels. Topohesion requires no functional groups from the adherends themselves. However, if the stitch network bears functional groups, then the surface of a material topologically entangled with the stitch network will also bear these functional groups. This method of functionalization is called topological prime, or topoprime for short. For elastomers, tooprim has been used to functionalize the surface of PDMS to be hydrophilic [56]. Additionally, functional groups for bonding can be added to the surface of PDMS, where adhesion to a hydrogel bearing functional groups can then be achieved by chemical interlinking [57]. Similarly, functional groups for bonding can be added to the surface of PAAm, where adhesion to an elastomer bearing functional groups can then be achieved by chemical interlinking [58]. If neither material has functional groups for interlinking, then stitch networks with compatible functional groups can be introduced to the surfaces of both materials separately. It is then possible to bond the two materials through chemical interlinking between the two superficial stitch networks. This has been used to achieve adhesion between preformed PDMS elastomers and PAAm hydrogels that initially have no functional groups for bonding [59]. The kinetics of tooprim will be governed by the kinetics of the topohesive used to form the superficial stitch network. In combination with 3D printing or microstamping, topohesives may create patterned functional groups on curved or flat surfaces. This approach may enable a broadly useful technology of topological lithography, or topolithography.

### 5. Conclusion

Strong topohesion can be superficial. The stitch network only needs to entangle with each adherend network by one polymer mesh size. Consequently, topohesion is rate-limited by gelation of the stitch network, not by diffusion of stitch polymers into the adherend networks. This picture dispels the misconceived myth that topohesion is always slow. We have demonstrated that topohesion can be rapid, and that the time to tophore is tunable. For pH-triggered topohesion, we propose that the time to adhere scales with the square of the thickness of topohesion. This scaling relation successfully predicts the time to adhere ranging from seconds to hours. The principle presented here enables the formulation of topohesives that accommodate a wide variety of applications and manufacturing processes, which often require particular properties, such as biocompatibility and on-demand detachment, as well as time to adhere, slow, rapid, and instant. For a given chemistry of topohesive, the gelation kinetics can be independently controlled. There is ample opportunity to formulate topohesives to enable unconventional applications. The world is full of networks, natural and synthetic, waiting to be stitched.

### Experimental Section

#### Materials

All chemicals were purchased and used without further purification. Polyacrylamide hydrogels were formed from acrylamide monomer (AAm, Sigma Aldrich, A88887) with N,N'-Methylenebisacrylamide (MBAA, Sigma Aldrich, M72729) covalent crosslinker. Ammonium persulfate (APS, Sigma Aldrich, 248614) was used as the initiator for polymerization and N,N'-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED, Sigma Aldrich, T7024) was used as the crosslinking accelerator. Cellulose powder (Sigma Aldrich, 435236), urea powder (Sigma Aldrich, U5128), and sodium hydroxide pellets (Macron) were used to create the cellulose topohesive solution. Nylon meshes were purchased and used without further modification, including measured thicknesses of 50 (McMaster Carr, 9318T25), 120 (McMaster Carr, 9318T23), and 180 µm (McMaster Carr, 9318T45).

#### Preparation of Hydrogels

Polyacrylamide hydrogels were formed from a 2 M acrylamide solution, produced by dissolving 40.56 g acrylamide powder into 300 mL deionized water. MBAA and TEMED were mixed with acrylamide solution at weight ratios of reactant to acrylamide of 0.0006:1 and 0.0028:1, respectively. This solution was then mixed with APS with an APS to acrylamide weight ratio of 0.01:1 and poured into glass molds. The molds were covered with a glass plate and stored at ambient conditions until polymerization was complete. The hydrogel had final dimensions of 5 cm long, 2 cm wide, and 3 mm thick.

#### Procedure of bonding

The cellulose topohesive was produced following the procedure of Cai and Zhang [42]. Briefly, an aqueous solution was produced with 7 wt% urea and 12 wt% sodium hydroxide. After the solution was cooled to $-20 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, cellulose powder was added to the desired cellulose polymer concentration, either 0.5, 1, 1.5, or 2 wt%. This solution was then stirred vigorously at room temperature until all cellulose powder was dissolved. The prepared cellulose solution was applied to the surface of one hydrogel and spread until the surface was uniformly wetted. Another hydrogel was placed on top and compressed to approximately 5% strain to squeeze out excess solution. Compression was then removed and the sample was left in a plastic bag until testing to prevent dehydration.

Adhesion with controlled thickness of cellulose solution was achieved using nylon meshes of varying thickness. The nylon
mesh was dipped into the prepared cellulose solution, removed, and wiped multiple times on a glass slide to remove excess solution. Once preparation was complete, the cellulose solution was only contained within the pores of the mesh. The wetted mesh was applied to the surface of one hydrogel, and another hydrogel was then immediately placed on top. Compression was only applied to ensure wetted contact between the gels and the mesh. Since the adhesion developed rapidly in these experiments, the sample was tested immediately after contact was made. The nylon mesh was not removed between contact and testing.

180-degree peeling tests for measuring adhesion energy

Samples were tested using an Instron tensile testing machine (Series 5900) with a 100 N load cell. All tests were conducted at room temperature and in open air. The back sides of the hydrogels were glued to an inextensible and flexible 100-µm-thick polyester film (clear polyester film, McMaster-Carr) using cyanoacrylate glue (Krazy glue). The free ends of the backing mesh were applied to the surface of one hydrogel, and another hydrogel was bonded and then tested immediately.

The grip speeds of the tensile tester were set at 50 mm min⁻¹. The ends were peeled at a rate of 0.4 mm s⁻¹ for all tests and the force was measured as a function of displacement. The measured force increases initially, and then reaches a plateau value at steady state. The adhesion energy is calculated as twice the steady state peel force divided by the width of the sample. For measuring adhesion energy as a function of time, the two hydrogels were loaded into the tensile tester separately, bonded, and then tested immediately.
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